
#35522, Rent - Apartment, Belgrade, CENTAR

TYPE OF OBJECT SURFACE AREA THE PRICE UTILIZATION

RESIDENTIAL BUILDING 122 m² €1,800 CHECK AVAILABILITY

FURNISH CITY CE YES 1 1 1 1 YES NO 1 NO

BEDROOMS DAILY ROOMS THE FLOOR

3 1 2

Excellent, unusually decorated apartment within modern building, in wider city center. Not far from Botanical garden and Palilula

green market, this building is placed on the corner of two streets, one of which is small and peaceful and other one is busy traffic

line of a city center. It is only 15 minutes walking distance from downtown area and several lines of buses and trams goes

nearby, which makes it easy to reach other parts of town. Sport and recreational center of Tasmajdan, as well as park itself are

on 10 minutes walking distance, which is nice convenience for a life in city center. Building has lobby decorated like reception

desk in hotels and security service for 24/7. Apartment is housed on second floor and it is oriented toward inner yard. Starting

from entry door, there is a hallway leading to a open space which is joining living room, dining area and kitchen. Next to it is

restroom and sleeping block includes two larger bedrooms, one small room and bathroom with bathtub. Living room has exit to

a spacious terrace. Apartment is furnished with cozy furniture with many pieces made of full wood. Interior is done with warm

tones, which is nicely combined with furniture. Top quality ceramics is following decoration style of the rest of apartment.

Kitchen is spacious, made of wood and with small kitchen island, but equipped with all appliances. Apartment gives excellent

comfort for living in addition to an excellent location. As one more plus, there is garage box on -1 level, that belongs to the

apartment.
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